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Kareem Hany()
 
well.. i just started writing few months ago.. i didn't know before this that i have
the talent.. i'd be pleased if you commented/rated a poem for me.. thanks :)
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After Midnight
 
So late after midnight
i watch that fade light
 
where shadows appear below
i can see it raining slow
 
i can smell that wet fog
no sounds but a barking dog
 
and the wind penetrating the trees
coming gently from the sea breeze
 
In the background appears the sky
where stars are shining high
 
decorating the colors of blacks
just enjoy this moment and relax
 
Or set your music to play
and pick your song ''Sway''
 
Now you can keep your troubles away
to clearly think and choose your way
 
Kareem Hany
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Are We Falling In Love?
 
Are we falling in love?
i was still thinking
 
I was looking for her
while my phone started ringing
 
that's her name i noticed
and i saw her eyes blinking
 
I was hiding a flower
she asked ' what are you bringing? ! '
 
she was smiling at me
and said ' stars are winking ;)  '
 
sure we're in love
what was i thinking? !
 
we didn't expect that
but now we're linking
 
Her hands are in mine
and they looked shrinking
 
we felt our souls flying
and our hearts dinging
 
we love each other so much
and we will keep singing
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Knock, Knock, Knock My Door
 
i feel your steps on the floor
i know wt u r coming for
i love you too, c'est l'amore
knock, knock, knock my door
 
you can make me your lord
have my heart on your board
we can walk away to the shore
knock, knock, knock my door
 
we can run we can dance
moon our guide and stars our fans
1,2,3,4
knock, knock, knock my door
 
lighten up my love flame
put my heart in its frame
get me closer show me more
knock, knock, knock my door
 
me beside u, no more cry
together sure we can fly
only your heart i can store
knock, knock, knock my door
 
knock and i will open for you
come on i will get you through
shoot my heart in the core
knock, knock, knock my door
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Life Lessons
 
she told me
u have to tell me all that
now and here and on this chat
 
i told her that i feel u close
and u r not a girl that i wanna lose
 
she told me..
we r just colleagues but No more
You r not the guy I wish for
and all these feelings u must ignore
i tried to knock after she closed the door
 
I recognized the way i tried to have a hope
i was trying to hang to a cut rope
 
that relationship is not meant to be
a friend told me that but i couldn't see
i insisted that am not hurt
but he can see me from outside with the hurt
 
everything became so clear now
i thought i can do this but i didn't know how
If u want Good things to become Real
U must know first the way u deal
 
i'm strong now and i won't get to burn
whenever life got lessons to learn
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My Choice
 
Walking alone in the dark
Lights hit me like a spark
Scared from dogs that bark
Tired of my lonely heart
Trying to sneak like the shark
 
Hiding my fears on my face
Searching for a secret place
Where i can find some space
 
To pull and throw my dice
To scream at the top of my voice
HOW CAN I REACH MY CHOICE?
 
I'm on the edge of a hole
And I don't have to fall
But I can't see my goal
And again i ask my soul..
 
Which way should i take
In a world full of fake!
Without making a mistake?
Tell me now for my sake
Help me before I break
Grab me or I'll sink in that lake
 
Kareem Hany
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My Heart Beat
 
The day I met u my life has just start
My heart beat started i drew it on a chart
Girl..I'm not gonna set u apart
Without u life is so hard
Trust me and i'll be your guard
I Need you..it's shame for us to part
I LOVE YOU..
I say it from the deep of My heart
 
Kareem Hany
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Nice Try!
 
shall i ask a star
for the questions in my jar
lately replied the star
''sorry, you gonna wait so far''
 
shall i ask the moon
why are you alone?
aren't you tired?
the moon replied
''if i answer i'll be fired
sorry, that's not required''
 
shall i ask a cloud
high away from the crowd
do you feel so proud?
shall it answer i doubt
''yeah.. that's not allowed''
 
shall i ask the sun
rapidly said the sun
''you playing or having fun
wake up i'm the sun
oh.. you'd better run''
 
in respect to the sky
i start with saying hi
some questions starting with 'why'
i know the sky won't lie
i can wait for the reply
finally replied the sky
'' No answers.. but nice try''
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Our Revolution
 
I can notice the lights calling
I can hear the corruption falling
for every egyptian stands and fights
we'll have our rights.. we'll have our rights
 
let the whole world hear
make all the dictators fear
and whether it takes weeks, days and nights
we'll have our rights.. we'll have our rights
 
their bad regime is fighting to death
from us they collected all that wealth
it's time to get back our own country
today we are free.. today we are free
 
as much we go, our revolution can go
they don't have more cards to throw
today we get back our dignity
today we are free.. today we are free
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Stop And Rewind
 
As the sun flash instantly touches my eye
I look far to the whitened sky
As the sun rays light through the attached shiny cloud
I see your face smiling and laughing out loud
 
As the clear cloud gradually turns to grey
As the picture begins to fade away
I wish that I can pause or play
As how much I wish you could stay
 
As the sun sets falling behind
I remember you leaving far away
I wonder if I could stop and rewind
As how much I wish you could stay
 
As the shaded grey cloud starts to rain
I watch how rain drops settle on the grain
I wish I can let my tears out this way
As how much I wish you coud stay
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The Clear Sky
 
At an early moment i stand..i looked to the sky
Everything is clear and the land is dry
Sometimes life is tough.. i don't know why
Some girls are sad and some guys lie
Both of them cheat and always say bye
However, There's great people i can't deny
I hope i would never be a bad guy
With a clear heart like that far sky
Even I can't be that clear but I have to try
Now i feel happy and ready to fly
I dont wanna cheat and never say goodbye
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Under The Rain Drops
 
walking under the rain
a lot of things we gain
 
under the rain drops
My heartbeat never stops
 
under the moon glow
our love will grow
 
besides the sea shore
i will open my heart door
 
coz i looked to your face
and never lost my faith
 
coz when you get shy
you know you took me high
i looked inside your eye
and i swear i could fly
 
i can get you through
there's a lot i can show
and you'd never say no
all of that can be true
 
Kareem Hany
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Walking Around
 
walking around i saw a place
I can see us there talking face to face
that didn't actually happen, I just imagined the case
i was just walking.. walking around
 
i can see me there holding your hand
telling u softly.. at the end we could stand
we were much closer or that's how it did sound
but i was just walking.. walking around
 
you were so pretty.. you appeared so bright
soft lights were shining in the deep of the night
sounds of slow music in the background
but i was just walking.. walking around
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When I Lost My Track
 
when lights are not guiding
and the words unspoken and hiding
feeling stuck no forwards no back
that's when i lost my track
 
when meanings are not felt
and feelings not spelled
and spellings stay on rack
that's when i lost my track
 
when attraction is gone
can't find the caring one
and emotions are stacked
that's when i lost my track
 
when actions are fixative
feeling so much negative
and no one seem ready to hack
that's when i lost my track
 
when colors turn to black
can't find my way back
lonely heart with a little crack
that's when i lost my track
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With You At Night
 
Resting up lately with you at night
Everything is silent..everyone is quiet
no one scream.. nobody fight
Where candles appear and you can watch its light
And the moon is clear having a wonderful bright
It looks great at a very suitable height
It's moment of romance when you feel light
It's when you feel comfort looking at that sight
I'm here now with u.. Have a Goodnight!
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You Will Know
 
i found you by chance
i didn't try hard to find you
i knew you well by chance
i didn't try hard to know you
things happen between us by chance
and i dont know why i believe you
 
i didn't meet you yet but what i know
that i will fall in love with you
although i dont really want to
but i will fall in love with you
 
i like how you feel i like what you do
and i will fall in love with you
and when this happens i can't resist
cause i will fall in love with you
 
Girl, you can't deny how similar are we
and you will fall in love with me
and when we meet, you will know
how i fall in love with you
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